TURKEY

REFERENCE GUIDE
HISTORY

The Turks in World History by Carter Vaughn Findley

Ottoman Centuries by Lord Kinross

Ataturk: The Biography of the founder of Modern Empire by Andrew Mango

Empires of the Sea: The Siege of Malta, the Battle of Lepanto, and the Contest for the Center of the World by Roger Crowley

Crescent and Star: Turkey Between Two Worlds by Stephen Kinzer

Turkey and the Arab Spring: Leadership in the Middle East by Graham E. Fuller

The Middle East: A Brief History of the Last 2,000 Years by Bernard Lewis

A History of Byzantium by Timothy E. Gregory

A Traveller's History of Turkey by Richard Stoneman

A History of Byzantine Civilization by Hans Wilhelm Haussig and J. M. Haussey

Ancient Turkey: A Traveller's History by Seton Lloyd

Istanbul: The Imperial City by John Freely

In the Shadow of Hagia Sophia by Theodore G. Karakostas

Turkish Embassy Letters by Lady Mary Wortley Montagu

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpPGxJT9qQI (History of the Ottoman Empire)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aWljhb1DEQ8 (Byzantine empire)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZMdmosjhNc (Rome to Byzantine)

http://www.ancient.eu.com/Asia_Minor/

http://ancienthistory.about.com/cs/nepeople/a/locturkey_3.htm


http://www.history.com/shows/ancient-aliens/videos/turkeys-buried-city
http://ancienthistory.about.com/cs/nepeople/a/locturkey.htm

CULTURE

Turkish Traditions and Customs - a story told by the best local guide (Istanbul Travel Stories) [Kindle Edition]

Art of the Byzantine Era (World of Art) by David Talbot Rice

Byzantine Art and Architecture: An Introduction by Lyn Rodley

The Age of Sinan: Architectural Culture in the Ottoman Empire by Gulru Necipoglu

Turkish Delights by Philippa Scott

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GJy6QPIQhKo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ovSIXklb5hE

LITERATURE

A Millennium of Turkish Literature: A Concise by Talat S. Halman

Istanbul Blues (Turkish Literature) by Buket Uzuner

Something Funny to Write About (Turkish Literature) by Deniz KavukCuoglu

Noontime in Yenisehir (Turkish Literature) by Sevgi Soysal

Farewell: A Mansion in Occupied Istanbul (Turkish Literature) by Ayse Kulin

Snow by Orhan Pamuk

My Name Is Red by Orhan Pamuk

Aeolian Visions / Versions: Modern Classics and New Writing from Turkey (Turkish Literature)
FOOD

Sultan's Kitchen: A Turkish Cookbook by Ozcan Ozan

Tastes of Byzantium: The Cuisine of a Legendary Empire by Andrew Dalby

Ottoman Cuisine: A Rich Culinary by Omur Akkor

Classic Turkish Cooking by Ghillie Basan and Jonathan Basan

Street Foods of Turkey by Hande Bozdogan

Eat Your World's Istanbul Food & Travel Guide [Kindle]

Arabesque: A Taste of Morocco, Turkey, and Lebanon by Claudia Roden

Turquoise: A Chef's Travels in Turkey by Greg Malouf, Lucy Malouf

http://myturkishkitchen.blogspot.com/

http://almostturkish.blogspot.com/index.html

http://eatingasia.typepad.com/

http://iloveturkishfood.blogspot.com/

http://seasonalcookinturkey.blogspot.com/

http://ozlemsturkishtable.com/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJ6hXHtk4Vc
Music in Turkey: Experiencing Music, Expressing Culture (Global Music) by Eliot Bates

Bazaar Istanbul: Music of Turkey

Bazaar Istanbul-Music of Turkey

Turkish Groove

Putumayo Presents

Turkish Gypsy Music

Ahmet Kusgoz & Ensemble

Turkish Traditional Music by Ensemble Tahir Aydogdu

Rough Guide to the Music of Turkey by Rough Guide

Bayram: Turkish Folk Songs by Bayram Bilge Toker

Traditional Music from Turkey by Ahmet Kusgoz ve Arkadaşları, Turkish Folk Music Ensemble, Ahmet Kusgoz

http://eliotbates.com/listen.php


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QEOPs4lUhe4 (pop)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7bwbPofDYHI (pop)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JiqCnNv5zbk (Whirling dervishes)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LnR4-XLLzfU (Anatolian folk music)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mbY17Lr_wu4 (famous old song Uskudar)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BQYRqgrXM8 (Ottoman)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4lUhRI0u6M&list=PL775C1BCEF4F7EEFC (folk songs)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f7EJbyPylKc (Sufi)

CRAFTS

Beginner's Guide to Ottoman Embroidery by Joyce I. Ross

Iznik: The Artistry of Ottoman Ceramics by Walter B. Denny

Rugs to Riches: An Insider's Guide to Buying Oriental Rugs, by Caroline Bosly

Turkish Carpets: The Language of Motifs and Symbols by Mehmet Ates

Turkish Carpets: Contemporary Handmade by Ayyildiz Agur
TRAVEL GUIDES

DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Turkey
Fodor's Turkey (Full-color Travel Guide)
Explore Istanbul: The best routes around the city Paperback – March 1, 2014
by Insight Guides

by Barrie Kerper

http://turkishtravelblog.com/
https://www.goturkey.com/
http://www.tourismturkey.org/
http://www.goturkeytourism.com/planning-holiday/request-turkey-brochures.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFJUhYhUPfk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJ7gEpsuxT0
http://www.roughguides.com/destinations/europe/turkey/

SHOPPING

http://www.tourismturkey.org/experience/shopping
http://www.virtualtourist.com/travel/Middle_East/Turkey/Shoppin g-Turkey-TG-C-1.html
http://www.turkeytravelplanner.com/details/Shopping/index.html#Silk